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die-hard tomb raider fans will be ecstatic that tomb raider: anniversary's re-
imagining of the tomb raider legend features increased visual fidelity, improved

gameplay mechanics, and an expanded storyline, while new players will be blown
away by the revamped action adventure experience. tomb raider: anniversary is a

journey for lara croft. but this time, it's personal. a cinematic, action-packed
adventure through lush, authentic environments in pursuit of the legendary scion

artifact. explore vast, island-filled worlds, face deadly new environments, and
overcome treacherous obstacles to find your way to the scion. perform iconic and
never-before-seen tombs and puzzles to stop an evil organization known as trinity.

tomb raider: anniversary is an action adventure game for fans of tomb raider,
featuring the all-new action adventure gameplay, story, and world that will satisfy
both fans and newcomers to the series. for the first time, players will be able to

explore massive, beautiful island environments, discover new tombs, and uncover
secrets that are never before seen in the franchise. tomb raider is a milestone for
video games, a landmark that, for many, marked the arrival of the golden age of
gaming. featuring all-new 3rd person action-adventure gameplay, the game is a
fresh and thrilling re-imagining of the tomb raider franchise. players will explore
massive, beautifully rendered, authentic island environments, and discover new

tombs and secrets that lara has never before seen in the franchise. tomb raider is
an action adventure game featuring lara croft. it was released in september 2013.

the game is an updated version of the 2013 game. new features include new
locations, new gameplay, and new graphics.
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tomb raider: the last revelation is a return to the roots of tomb raider, with a
beautifully rendered retro-inspired environment and an immersive game that

promises to build on the tomb raider legacy. tomb raider is a game that has stood
the test of time and is now being re-imagined for the modern generation. tomb
raider is a third-person action-adventure game with elements of survival horror

and stealth gameplay. the game starts with lara being sent out by a secret
organization to investigate the collapse of an ancient mayan pyramid. tomb raider
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